Vintage Car Club of Canada
Victoria Chapter

Preservation Award Guidelines
The intent of the Preservation Award is to recognize those people who have made a
genuine effort to preserve and maintain a vintage car without doing a complete
restoration. The preservation work must be tastefully done using colors, fabrics,
accessories, etc., which are in keeping with the era of the vehicle. Items or changes
which enhance the safety of the vehicle will not deter from the vehicle’s eligibility for
an award, however major modifications from original will not be accepted.
Applicants must have owned the vehicle for a minimum of five years prior to making
an application.
Completed application forms must be in the possession of a committee member on or
before the regular June meeting. This will allow time for the committee members to
make arrangements to view the car and determine that it meets all the requirements.
Forms will not be accepted after this date for the current calendar year.

Areas to be considered…………

1. BODYWORK….

- No visible rust or bubbling of paint.
- Only minor imperfections accepted.
- No broken glass.

2. BRIGHT WORK….

- All chrome and trim must be complete and
secure.

3. INTERIOR….

- Imperfections in upholstery, floor mats, headliner
etc. to be repaired or replaced.

4. PAINT….

- Vehicle may be repainted or have good original
finish with minor touch-ups as required. Primer
will not be acceptable. (whole or in part)

5. RUNNING GEAR….

- The undercarriage and engine compartment must
be clean* with no visible rust or bare metal showing.
(* no large amounts of dirt which can hold moisture)

Vintage Car Club of Canada
Victoria Chapter

Preservation Award Application Form
Please give a brief description of what work has been done in each of the following
areas by the current owner.
BODYWORK….

BRIGHTWORK….

INTERIOR….

PAINT….

RUNNING GEAR….

Members name…………………………..……………...........................................
Make, model and year of vehicle – (This description will show on plaque.)
…………………………...……..……………….......................................................

